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H Mensuration
U

Understanrring the Lesson
. Area ofrectangle, square, tuiangle, parallelogram,

circle and trapezium.
. Area ofa general quadrilateral.
. Area of special quadrilaterals.

Conceptual Facts

Area ofrectangle
A= Length x Breadth

=oxbsq.units

Area of square
A = (side)2

= a2 sq. units

. Area ofpolygon.
o Surface area of cube, cuboid a-nd cylinder

" Volume of cube, cuboid and cylinder.

" Conversion ofunits.

b

Area of triangle

e,= ! "t x i sq. units

Area ot equilateral triangle

J5,
-a- 

sq. uniLsA

Area of parallelogram
A=bxhsq.uniLs

Area ofcircle
A = ,rP sq. rrnits

Area of trapezium

q

a

a

K-- b ----f

a a

a

b

a

e,= f,@+blxh sq. unirs
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Area of general quadrilateral

A = Area of AABC + area ofAACD

= lo * ulx AC sq. units
2

Area of rhombus
1

o = ;rO x dr) sq. units

c

B

Surface area of cube

A = 642 sq. units

Surface area of cuboid
A = 2lab + bc + cal8q. rrnits

Surface area of cylinder
A = %trh sq. units

. Volune of cube V = us cu. units
o Volume of cuboid V =o x 6 x c su. units
o Volume of cylinder V = nlh

Tnv Tuese lPece 1701

(o) Match the following figures with their respective
areas in the box.

(,
T

l_
l+-ta cE---N

(ii)

T
B

_t
F-ra co-l

(iii) q

F--14 cD----{

(a) 49 cmz

(b) 77 cm2

(c) 98 cm2

SoI. (,

(ii)

F-14co--l

T
I
ts

T

Area=bxh
=14x7
= 98 cm2

T
EI

6r"u=!rn*r'
1I

,4r7,7
7

F-14@-l

I
z

b

ai

d

d^i

a

a b

MENSURANON

= 77 cmz
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(iii)
!t

[<_1a cm__l

6=\xbxh = !,247,t2Z
= 49 cm2

Hence, (i)e(c), (ii)<->(b), (iii)<->@)

(b) Write the perimeter of each shape.

G) T

(ii)

F-r"--l
Sol. Perimeter of shape (i)

=2(l+b)
= 2(14 + 7)

=2x21 = 42cm

Perimeter of shape (ii)

=4 x side=4 x7 =28cm

T

I

EI
F_14cn____l

@E
Ql. A square and a rectangular field with

measurements as given in the figure have the
same perimeter. Which field has a larger area?

Sol. Perimeter of figure (o)

=4xside
=4x60=240m

l-oo.-l l.-ao ---l
(a) (b)

Perimeter of figure (6)

=2ll+bl
Perimeter of figure (&)

= Perimeter of figure (a)
2ll+bl=240

= 80+b=240+2

= 80+b=120
.'. b =120-80=40m
Area of figure (o)

= (side)2 = 60 x 60 = 3600 m2
Area offigure (b)

=lx6= 80 x 40 = 3200 m2
So, area of figure (a) is longer than the area of
figure (b).

Q2. Mrs. Kaushik has a square plot with the
measurement as shown in the figure. She wa-nts
to construct a house in the middle ofthe plot.
A garden is developed around the house. Find
the total cost ofdeveloping a garden around the
house at the rate of( 55 per m2.

k_ 26 rn ______f

Sol. Area ofthe plot

= side x side

=25mx25m=625n2
Area of the house

=lxb
=20nx 15m
= 300 m2

.. Area ofthe garden to be developed

= Area ofthe plot - Area ofthe house

= 625 m2 - 300 m2 = 325 m2
. . Cost ofdeveloping the garden

=t325x55
= { 17875

Q3. The shape of a garden is rectangular in the
middle and semicircular at the ends as shown
in the diagram. Find the area and the perimeter
ofthis garden.

llength ofrect:''gle is 20 - (3.5 + 8.5) metresl

T

T
E

I

K- 20 m -___--rl

T
E

j
Houee

Garden

k-20 m --____+i
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Sol. Length of the rectangle

= 20 - (3.5 + 3.5)

=2O-7 =73m
Area of the rectangle = L x b

= 13 x 7=91 m2

Area of two circular ends

2 10.2
1

,
227 7

= -x-x-7 22
= 71 

^, = 3s.6 ^,2
.'. Total area = Area of the rectangle

+ Area of two ends

= 91 m2 + 38.5 m2

= 129.5 m2

Total perimeter

= Perimeter of the rectangle
+ Perimeter of two ends

=2(l +b)+2x(r\-2(2r)

= 2(rB+ r.r(?"2)-4"2
=2x20+22-74
=40+22-14
=48m

Q4. A flooring tile has the shape ofa parallelogram
whose base is 24 cm and the corresponding
height is 10 cm. How many such tiles are

"eqoir"d 
to cover a floor of area 1080 m2? (If

required you can split the tiles in whatever way
you want to fill up the corners).

Sol, Area of the floor = 1080 m2

= 1080 x 10000 cm2

= 10800000 cm2 ['.' I m2 = 10000 cm2]

Area of 1 tile
=lxbasexheight
=Lx24xlO
= 240 cmz

. . Nunber of tiles required

Area of the floor
Area of 1 tile

10800000

240

= 45000 tiles
Q6. An ant is moving around a few food pieces of

different shapes scattered on the floor. For
which food-piece would the ant have to take a
longer round? Remember, sircumference of a

MENSURATION

,(a+bl
2

165

circle can be obtained by using the expression
C = 2nr, where r is the radius of the circle.

-{-
t,t

B

-L
F-- 2.s co ---,

@)

l+- 2.8 cd ----r{
(6)

2.8 cm

(c)

Sol. (o) Distance covered to take a round by the ant

=!xzrr+2r2

=nr+2r

=?x1.4+2xl.q7

=22x0.2+2,8
= 4.4 + 2.8 = 7.2 cm

(b) Distance travelled to take a round by the ant

=1.5+1.5 +2.8+ ! *2t
2

=5.8+zr

= s-8 +? x7.4
7

=5.8+22x0.2
= 5.8 + 4.4

= 10.2 cm
(c) Distance travelled to take a round by the ant

= Lx%v +2+2
2

=fir+4

=22xt.q+4
7

=22x0.2+4
=4.4+4=8.4cm

Hence, the ant has to take longer round for
the food-piece, i.e., 10.2 cm (b).

Tnv Txese (Paee 1721

Ql. Nazma's sister also has a trapezium shaped
plot. Divide it into three parts a8 shown in
Figure. Show that the area oftrapezium WXYZ
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F__ D _______
z Y

h

I
xwL TS

c ----rl<-- b --->N- d
a

*l

r.lg. I
Sol. Area of trapezium WXYZ

= ar.(AZTW) + ar.(trZTSY) + ar.(AYSX)

= (j, r*", height) + oensrh

x breatlth) + (|, U*", Ueicnt)

xcxh+bxh+!xd.xh
2

hx(c+2b+d)

hx(c+b+d+b\

h(a+b)

Hence, area oftrapezinm WXYZ

= !n@*ao, o(a+b).22
q2. IJ h= 10 cm, c = 6cm, 6 = 12 cm, d= 4cm, find

the values of each of its parts separately and
add to find the area WXYZ (Fig. 1). Verifi it by
putting the values ofi, a and b in the expression
.@+b)h-

2
Sol, Given that: ft = 10cm,c=6cm,b = 12 cm, a.nd

d=4cm
Area of AZWT

xWIxZI

= L,# xn
2

= 30 cm2

Area of trZTSY

= length x breadth

=bxh
= 12 x 10 = l2O cm2

I
2

I
2

I
2

1

2

1

2
1

2
xcxh
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Area ofAYSX

= 20 cmz

.'. Total area of trapeziun WXYZ

= 30 cm2 + 120 cm2 + 20 cm2

= L7O cm2

Area of the same trapezium
h(a + b)=2
7O(22 + 72)

= lxSXxYS
2

1
= -XtlXh2

= !x 12 xro
2

K--9 cm-____-___)i

l'.'a=c+b+dl2
10x34

= 2 =l7ocmz

Hence, verified.

Tny Tnese lPaee 1731

Qf . Find the area of the following trapeziums:

(r)
K-7coN

(ii

T
E

I

T

o
Br

Sol. (i) Area of traFezirrm

=L@+b)xh

= 1(g*Dr,a

, 268 ,3

(ii) Area of trapezirm

= |<a+ 
btx h

= ]rro*sr,o

= )xtx F3

= 46 cmz

cm

I
z

=24 2

-.6 ctD
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TnY Txese (Paae 1741

Q1. We know that parallelogram is also a
quadrilateral. Let us also split such a
quadrilateral into two triangles, find their areas
and hence that ofthe parallelogram. Does this
agree with the formula that you know already?

DbFC

E

Sol. Area ofAADB

Area of ADBC

. . Area of parallelogram

= area ofAADB + area of ADBC

=!rbxh+Lxbxh22
=b x h

= base x height
Yes, this gives the formula of area of
parallelogram, i.e., base x height.

Tnv rsese (Paee 17fl
Q1. Find the area of given quadrilaterals.

B

= lxbasexheight

=!rtxh2

= |xbasexheieht

= Lxbxh
2

C

4 cfr)

(,)

cln

(,r)

6 cn:

CE

:

hh

;;

MENSURATION

(iii)

(,,)

N

M

P

a

't67

Sol. (i) Area of IABCD
= Area of AABC + area of AADC

1

2

=3
-o

x6x3+1x6x5
2

x3+3x5
+15

= 24 cmz
(ii) Area of rhombus

H

1

2

I
2

=21

X d2X

x7x6

dL

cm2

(iii) Area of the parallelogram

= 2 x area ofone ofthe equal triangles

= zxLxbxh
2

= 2x! xBx2
2

= LG cmz

Tnv tsese (Paee 176)

Qf. (i) Divide the following polygons into parts
(triangles and trapezium) and find their
area.

P

I a

El is a diagooal of
polygoa EFGHI

(i)

MR
NQ is a aliagoml of
polygon MNOPQR

ui)

Sol. (j) H

F

E

Here polygon EFGHI has been tlivided into
AEFG and a traPezinm EGHI.

R

I
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Here the polygon MNOPQR has been
divided into two triangles MNO, APeR and
a trapezium MRPO.

Q2. Polygon ABCDE is divided into parts as shown
below in figure.

Find its area if AD = 8 cm, AH = 6 cm, AG =
4 cm, AF = 3 cm and perpendicr:Jars BF = 2 cm,
CH = 3 cm, EG = 2.5 cm.

BC
A--------1,,/ I l\^.(1H,-\i,/

--\|,'
E

Sol. Area of polygon ABCDE
= area ofAAFB

+ area of trapezium FBCH
+ area ofAClID + area ofAADE

Area of AAFB

=.1 xAr'xBF
2
1

=;xBx2=gcm2
Area oftrapezium FBCH

_ a"r (BF+CH)
2

=3,(2+3) t...FH=AH-AFl
2

_Bx5 lS __

Area of ACIID

xHDxCH

x 2 x 3 = 3 cm2 [... ]ID =AD-AHl
Area of aADE

xADxGE

x8x2.5 = 10 cm2

.'. Area of polygon ABCDE

= 3 cm2 + 7.8 cm2 +B cm2 + 10 cm2

= 23.5 cm2.

Q3. Find the area of polygon MNOpeR if Mp =
9 cm, MD = 7 cm, MC = 6 cm, MB = 4 cm, MA
=2cm.

I
2
I
2

1

2

I
2

168
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NA, OC, QD and RB are perpendiculars to
diagonal MP.

Sol. Area of AMAN

XMAX AN

M P

a
R

Area oftrapezium NACO

xACx(NA+OC)

(MC -MA)x(NA + OC)

(6-2)x(2.5+3)

= 11 cm2

Area of AOCP

xCPxOC

x(MP-MC)xOC

I
,
I
2

x2x 2.5

2cm2.6

x4xb.5

1

2
1

2
I
2
7

2

1

2
1

2
1

2
I
2

x(9-6)xB

xBxB = f,=+.s" 
,

Area of aQDP

= lxDpxeD

x(MP-MD)xQD

x(9-7)x2

1

2
1

2

I
2

x2x2

= 2 cm2
Area of trapezium BRQD

I
2
1

2

xBDx(BR+DQ)

x (MD - MB) x (BR + De)

e
B D

co

c{

A
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(7-4)x(2.5+2)

Area of AMBR

xMBxBR

x 4 x2.5 =5cm2

Ql. The shape of the top surface of a table is a
trapezium. Find its area if its parallel sides
are 1 m and 1.2 m and perpendicular distalce
between them is 0.8 m.

l+-1m-l

1

2

I
2

x3x4.5

2cm75

1

2

7

o

=6.

I
2

1

2

1

2

t- ------1.28---- {

Sol. Area of the trapezium

x(a+b)xh

x (1.2 + 1) x 0.8 mz

x 2,2 x 0.8

Q2.

Sol.

= 0.88 rn2

Hence, the required area = 0.88 m2

The area ofa trapezium is 34 cm2 and the length
ofone of the parallel sides is 10 cm and its height
is 4 cm. Find the length of the other parallel
sides.

Given: Area of trapezium = 34 cm2

Length of one of the parallel sides o = 10 cm

heightlz=4cm
.'. Area of the trapezium

= Lxo+b\x h
2

1

34=;x[o+6)xa

- g4=(10+b)x2

:i ?! =rc*u'2

MENSURATION 169

Area of the polygon MNOPQR

= Area of AMAN

+ Area of trapezium NACO

+ area ofAOCP + area ofAQDP

+ area oftrapeziun BRQD
+ Area of AMBR

= 2.5 cm2 + 1l cm2 + 4.5 cm2

+2cm2+6.75cm2+5cm2

= 3L.75 cmz

+ 77 =LD+b
:. b =17-10=7cm
Hence, the required length = 7 cm.

Q3. Length of the fence ofa trapezium shaped field
ABCD is 120 m. If BC = 48 m, CD = 17 m and
AD = 40 m, find the area ofthis field. Side AB is
perpendicular to the parallel sides AD and BC.

AD
t\t\t\
Ih\BC

Sol. Given:
AB+BC+CD+DA= 120 m

BC=48m,CD=17m,AD=40m
.'. AB = 120 D - (48 m + 17 m + 40 m)

=120-105m
= 15m

Area ofthe traPezium ABCD

x(BC+AD)xAB

x (4t| + 40) x 15

x88x15

= 44x15

= 660 m2.

Hence, the required area = 660 m2

Q4. The diagonal ofa quadrilateral shaped field is
24 m ald the perpendiculars dmpped on it from
the remaining opposite vertices are 8 m and
13 m. Find the area of the field.

Sol. Area of the field

= area of AABD + area ofaBCD

=1
2

=1
2

=t
2

EXERCISE 11,2
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A

B D

1

2

I
2

xbxh+!xbxh
Ix24x\3+-x24x8

=12x13+12x8
=12x(13+8)
=L2x2l=252m2

Hence, the required area ofthe field = 252 m2.

Q5. The diagonals of a rhombus are 7.5 cm and
12 cm. Find its area.

Sol. Here, d, = 7.5 cm, dz= 12 cm
.'. Area of the rhombus

v16

= 7.5 x 6 =45cm2
Hence, area ofthe rhombus = 45 cm2.

Q6, Find the area of a rhombus whose side is
5 cm a-nd whose altitude is 4.8 cm. If one of its
diagonals is 8 cm long, find the length of the
other diagonal.

Sol. Given: Side = 5 cm
Altitude = 4.8 cm

Length ofone diagonal = 8 cm
Area ofthe rhombus

= Side x Altitude

=5x4.8
= 24 cmz

Area of the rhombus
1

= =xd, xd^2',

z+= !x 84 xd^
z

24 = 4dz

24:. d2= 7- =6"-
lfence, the length of other diagoaal = 6 cm.

I
2

I
z

dlX d2

x7.5x

X

13m

24 t\ F

8ro
E
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Q7.

Sol.

The floor of a building consists of 3000 tiles
which are rhombus shaped and each of its
diagonals are 45 cm and 30 cm in length. Find
the total cost of polishing the floor, if the cost
per m2 is ? 4.

Given: Number of tiles = 3000
Length of the two diagonals of a tile

= 45 cm and 30 cm
.'. Area of one tile

1

=:xd, xd^2',

= ),+s, z615

=45x15=675cm2
.', Area covered by 3000 tiles

= 3000 x 675 cm2

= 2025000 cm2

2025000or 
1ro;roo- cm"

= 202.5 m2

Cost ofpolishing the floor

=202.5x4={810
Hence, the required cost = { 810.

Q8. Mohan wants to buy a trapezium shaped field.
Its side along the river is parallel to a::d twice
the side along the road. Ifthe area of this field
is 10500 m2 and the perpendicular distance
between the two para-llel sides is 100 m, find
the length ofthe side along the river.

Boad

D c

A B

Rivei

Sol. Let ttre side ofthe trapezium (roadside) be I cm.
.'. Ttre opposite parallel

side = 2r m
h=100m

Area = 10500 m2

Area of trapezium = ! @ + bl x h'2
10500 = 1t2r+r)xtoo

2
2x10500=3rx100

100 m
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21000 = 300 .r

21000... x= 800 =70m

So, AB=Lt=2 x 70= 140m

Hence, the required length = 140 m.

Q9. Top surface ofa raised platform is in the shape

ofa regular octagotr as shown in the figure. Find
tle area ofthe octagonal surface.

A

FE
Sol. Area ofthe octagonal surface

= area of trapezium ABCH

+ area of rectangle HCDG

+ area oftraPezi"m GDEF

Area of trapezium ABCH

= Area oftrapeziun GDEF

= |<rr*sl ,+

Area of rectengle HCDG = I xb

=11 mx 5m=55m2
.'. Area ofthe octagonal surface

=32m2+66m2+32m2
= 119 m2

Hence, the required area = 119 m2.

Ql0. There is a pentagonat shaped park as shown in
the figure. For finding its area Jyoti and Kavita
divided it in two tlifferent ways.

K-15 m--'i

T
B

T
D

= f,<a+b)xh

= lxl6x4 =32m2

I
r
t
5I

T;
HI

LI

It m

4 IN

MENSURANON

Jyoti s
diagram

Kavito's
diagram

17'.i

Find the area of this park using both ways. Can you
suggest some other way of finding its area?

Sol. (i) From Jyoti's diagram:
A

K-16 E--|lE-

Area of the pentagonal shape

= Area of trapezium ABCD

+ Area of traPezium ADEF

= 2 x Area of trapezi"m ABCD
1

= 2x:h+blxh
2

= (15 + 30) x 7.5

=45x7.5=337.5m2
(ii) From Kavita's diagram:

A

K-16 E

Area of the pentagdnal shaPe

= Area of aABE

+ Area of square BCDE

A

xL'x15+225

x 225 + 225

= 112.5 + 225

= 337.5 n2 F-16 E--}l

Yes, we cel also f.nd the other way to calculate

the area ofthe given pentagonal shape'

Join CE to divide the figure into two parts, i.e.,
trapezium ABCE and right triargle EDC.

.'. Area of ABCDE

= area ofABCE + area ofAEDC

Fr
t
P

t

T

I
c

E

=!rbxh+15x152

1

2

1

2 i

E

T

I
D

T
E

t

E

-t
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A

N

E

16 cE

h2

B D

c
h

Q11. Diagram of the picture frame has outer
dimensions = 24 cm x 28 cm and inner dimensions
16 cm x 20 cm. Find t,I:e area of each section of
the frame, if the width of each section is same.

T
B

I
l.- 2a cm ____N

Sol.

-16)=(24

.l

,1nz= i

(28-20) =

x(28+20)x4

)xa =tcm
1-
,xA =4cm

Area of the trapezium A
1

=:xb+b)xhr
1

= : xl24 +16)x4

= !x+ox dz
z

= 80 cm2

Area of trapezium A = Area of trapezium C
= 80 cm2

Area oftrapezium B = Area oftrapezium D

4X48X

1

2

I
z

2

= 96 cm2

Hence, the areas of the four parts A, B, C
and D are 80 cm2, 96 cm2, 80 cm2 and 96 cn:2
respectively.

Tnv Trese (Paee 181)

Qf. Find the total surface area of the following
cuboids.

Tz "-lL

K-6 cm______'

U)

172 MATHEMANCS-VIII

1

E

I
Fe a crn --rl

(ii)

Sol. (j) Total surface area ofthe cuboid

= 2llb + bh + lhl

=216x4+4x2+6x21
=2124+8+12)
=2x44
= 88 cm2

Hence, the required area = 88 cm2
(jj) Total surfac€ area ofthe cuboid

= 2ltb + bh + thl

= 214 x 4 + 4 x 10 + 10 x 4l

= 2176 + 40 + 401

=2xgG
= 192 cm2

Hence, the required area = 192 cm2

Tny THese lPaae 182)

Ql. Find the surface area of cube A and lateral
surface area ofcube B-

l+- 10 cE cm

Sol.

(A) (B)

(A)Side = 10 cm

.'. Surface area ofcube A

= 6(side)2

= 6(10)2

=6x100
= 600 cm2

Hence, the required area = 600 cm2

5
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(B)Side = 8 cm

Lateral surface area of cube B

= 4(side)2

= tA8)2

=4x64
= 256 cm2

Hence, the required area = 266 cm2.

Tnv Txese (Paae 184)

Qr, Find total surface area of the following
cylinders.

(,)

k--zm-l
(ii)

Sol. (i) Here lr = 8 cm

r=14cm

. . Total surface area of the cylinder

=2rr(h+r)

= zr? x 14(14 + 8)
7

= zr?x L42 x22
7

= 4x4M
= 1936 cm2

Hence, the required area = 1936 cm2

(ii)Herc,h=2m

r= 1x2 =1m2
.. Total surface area of the cylinder

=2rr(h+r)

= 2x? xll- + 2)
7

= 2x'-a xB
7

t32
=-mz7

Hence, the required srss = 18

-{-

e

i_

T

I

TI
Bt

T

I
= 189 m2

7

o
-m7

2

Ql. There are two cuboidal boxes as shown in the
f.gure. Which box requires the lesser amount of
material to male?

(b)

Sol. (o) Volume of the cuboid

=lxbxh
=60x40x50
= 120000 cms

@) Volume of cube

= (Side)3 = (50)3

=50x50x50
= 125000 cmS

Cuboidal box (a) requires lesser amount of
material.

Q2, A suitcase with measures 80 cm x 48 cm x

24 cm is to be covered with a tarpaulin cloth.
How many metres of tarpaulin of width 96 cm

is required to cover 100 such suitcases?

Sol. Measurement of the suitcase

=80 cm x 48cmx24cm
I = 80 cm, b = 48 cm atd' h = 24 cm

.'. Total surface area ofthe suitcase

= zLlb + bh + hll

= 2[80 x 48 +48x24+24x8Ol
= 2[3840 + 7152 + l920l
=2x6912
= 13824 cm2

Area of tarPaulin

= length x breadth

=Jx96=96lcm2
Area of tarpaulin

= Area of 100 suitcase

961 = 100 x 13824

)
oe

us cID

K- 60 cm

(o)

k-60 cm-N{

t4 cm
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100 x 13824
.. t=

96

= 100 x 1,14 = 14400 cm

L4400
=-=144m

Hence, the required length of the cloth
= L44 m.

Q3, Find the side of a cube whose surface area is
600 cm2?

Sol. Total sur{ace area ofa cube = 612

.. 612= 600

^ 600tz= 6 = loo

.. l= JTdo =ro.-
Heoce, the required length ofside = 10 cm.

Q4. Rukhsar paint€d the outside of the cabinet of
measure 1 m x 2 m x 1.5 m. How much surface
area did she cover if she painted all except the
bottom of the cabinet.

T
1.6 B

_{.
2a

sol. /=2m,b=l.5m,i=1m
Area ofthe surface to be painted

= Total surface area of box - Area of base of
box

=ZUb+bh+htl-tb
= 2[2 x 1.5+ 1.5 x 1 + I x 2] -2 x L

=213+1.5+21-2
= 216.51 _ 2

= 13-2= 11 m2

Hence, the required area = 11 m2.

Q5. Daniel is painting the walls and ceiling of a
cuboidal hall with length, breadth and height of
15 m, 10 m and 7 m respectively. From each can
of paint 100 m2 of area is painlgd. How many
cans ofpaint will she need to paint the room?

Sol. Surface area of a cuboidal hall without bottom
= Total surface area - Area of base

=2llb+bh+hll-lb
=2[15 x 10 + 10 x 7+ 7 x lb] - 1b x 10

= 2[150 + 70 + 105] - 150

= 21325) - r50
= 650 - 150 = 500 m2

Area ofthe paint in one can = 100 m2

q
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.. Number of ca-ns required = !99'- 100

= 5 cans.
Q6. Describe how the two figures at the right are

alike and how they are different. Which box has
larger lateral surface area?

1

l
k--7 cm

Sol. The two figures given are cylinder and cube.
Both figures are alike in respect of their same
height.
Cylinder:d=7cm,h=7cm
Cube: tength of each side o = 7 cm
Both of the figures are different in respect of
their shapes.
Lateral surface of cylinder = 2xrh

-22 7
= Zx--lx-=xI7Z
= 754 cm2

Lateral surface of the cube = 412

=4x(7)2
=4x49
= 196

So, cube has ttre larger lateral surface = 196 cm2.
Q7. A closed cylindrical tank of radius 7 m and

height 3 m is made from a sheet ofmetal. How
much sheet of metal is required?

Sol. Area of metal sheet required

= Total surface area of
the cylindrical tank

= 2m1h + r)

=2"?x7(3+T)7

= 2x?x/ xto
7

=MOm2
Hence, the required area of sheet = 44O m2.

Q8. The lateral surface area ofa hollow cylinder is
4224 cm2. It is cut along its height and formed
a rectangular sheet of width 83 cm. Find the
perimeter of rectangular sheet.

Sol. Width of the recta-ngr:lar sheet

= Circumference of the cylinder

1

I
cm

C
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33 = 2rr
-2233= 2x-xr

Y{3 *7 2t
- r= -""""""" = --- cln2x722 4

Now Iateral surface area of the cylinder = 2rh
22 2t

4224 = 2xTr7*o
t$fE. t28

!zz{ x/ x/h= /rZl ,Zl
,4 I

h=l28cm
.'. l= 128cm,b = 33 cm

.'. Perimeter of the sheet = 2(l + 6)

= 2(128 + 33)

=2x16l
= 322 cm

Hence, the required perimeter = 322 cm.

Q9. A road roller takes 750 complete revolutions to
move once over to level a road. Find the area of
the road if the diameter of a road mller is 84 cn
arrd length is 1 m.

Sol. Lateral surface area of the mad roller

= Znrh
o., 6

=Zx '4x /4 x IOO
,l

, =9! -- +z "^2

= 26400 cm2

Area covered by the roller in 750 complete

revolutions

= 26400 x 750 cmz

= 19800000 cm2

19800000 ,
10000

= 1980 m2

Hence, the area of road = 1980 m2

Qlo. A company packages its milk powder in
cyliadrical container whose base has a diameter
of 14 cm and height 20 cm. Company places a

MENSURATION 175

POWDERED

Mr.J(

label around the surface of the container (as

shown in the figure). If the label is placed 2 cm

from top and botton, what is the area of the
label?

-I
I

I

I
E

lr*tt6IIB
h-- 14 cD

1l
Sol. Here-r= I =7cm'2

Height of the cylindrical label

=20-(2+2)=16cm
. . Surface area ofthe cylindrical shaped label

= 2zrrh

= 2x?x7 xl6
7

= 704 cm2

Hence, the required area oflabel = 704 cmz.

TnY Tuesp (Paae 1881

Q1. Find the volume of the followilg cuboids

F--8 cm -----N
(,)

3cm

24 B,

(,,

Sol. (i) Here, l=8cm,b =3cm,h=2cm
Volune of the cuboid

=ltbxh
=8x3x2=r18cm3

(ii) Here, area ofbase surface = 24 cm2

Height = 3 cm

.'. Volume of the cuboid

= Area ofbase x height

=24x3
= 72 cm3.

cta2rt')
11

t-
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TnY Tnese (Paee 1891

Ql. Find the volume of the following cubes
(a) with a side 4 cm
(b) with a side 1.5 m

Sol. (a) Side = 4 cm
Volume = (Side)s = (4)3 = 64 cm3

(6) Side = 1.5 m
Volume ofthe cube = (Side)3

= (1.5)3 = 3.375 ma

Tnv Txese (Pnae 1891

Qf . Find the volume of the following cylinders.

Sol. (i) Givenr=7cm,[= l0cm
,'. Volume of the clinder = nlh

oo
= 1ax1x7 x70

7

= 1540 cma

Hence, required volume = 1540 cm3

(ii) Given: Area ofbase = 250 m2

h =2a
. . Volume of the cylinder

= Area of the base x height

=250x2
= 500 mg

Hence, the required volume = 500 m3.
I
B

Jp_10 c,___t
(')

250 m'
Qi)

Q2

Q1. Given a cylindrical tan-k, in which situation will
you find surface area and in which situation
volume.
(o) To find how much it

can hold.
(b) Number ofcement bags

required to plaster it.
(c) To find the number of

smaller tanks that can
be filled with water
from it.

Sol.

Sol. Cylinder B has the greater volume.
Verffication:
Volume of cylind er A = nPh

z/1r I 7
= a-';'z')4'
= 539 cmg

Volume of cylinder B = nfh

=4xlxtxz7
= 22 x 49 = 1078 cm3

Hence, volume ofcylinder B is double to that of
cylinder A. Hence verified.
Total surface area ofcylinder A

= 2ru1h + r)

= 2,?,!(1*rn)7 2\2 )

= Z,MI' ,L,E7 ZZ
= 385 cm2

Total surface area of rylinder B

= 2w1h + r)

=2r22 x7(7 +7)
7

= zx?x 7 xt+
x

= 616 cm2

Hence, cylinder B has greater surface area.

(o) In this situation, we can find the volume.
(b) In +.his situation, we can find the sur{ace area.
(c) In this situation, we can find the volume.
Dameter of clinder A is 7 cm, and the height
is 14 cm. Diameter of cylinder B is 14 cm and
height is 7 cm. Without doing any calculations
carx you suggest whose volume is greater? Veri$,
it by finding the volume of both the cylinders.
Check whether the cylinder with greater volume
also has greater surface area?

T

I

E

I
T

I
F-- 14 cm _ -N

G)

EXERCTSE 11.4
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Find the height of a cuboid whose base area is
180 cm2 and volume is 900 cm8.

Given: Area of base = lb = 180 cm2

V = 900 cm3

Volume of the cuttoid = I x b x I
900=180xft

. 900.'. k = lg0 =o"-
Hence, the required height = 5 cm.

A cuboid is of dimensions 60 cm x 54 cm x 30
cm. How many small cubes with side 6 cm can
be placed in the given cuboid?

Volume of the cuboid, = I xb x h

=60cmx54cmx30cm
= 97200 cm3

Volume of the cube = (SideF = (6)s = 216 cm3

Number ofthe cubes from the cuboid

Volume of the cuboid
Volume of cube

97200
2t6

= 450

Hence, the required number of cubes = 450.

Q6. Find the height of the cylinder whose volume is
1.54 ma and dia-meter of the base is 140 cm.

Sol. V = 1.54 m3, d= 140 cm = 1.40 m

Volume of the cylinder = rlh
22 1.4 L.41.54=;x;x;xh

L.54 x7 x2x2
h=

Q3.

Sol.

Q4.

Sol.

22xL.4x1.4

M/' ,7,xx/
Zl 2rt42x*42

=1m
Hence, the height of cylinder = 1 m.

Q6. A milk tan-k is in the form of cylinder whose
radius is 1.5 m and length is 7 m. Find the
quantif of milk in litres that cal be stored in
the tank.

rii(o 3--r

MENSURANON 177

Sol.

Q7.

Sol.

Q8.

Sol.

Here,r=1.5m
h=7 m

.'. Volume of the milk tank = rlft
=?xi..lxi..5x|,7
= 22 x 2.25

= 49.50 mg

Voh'me of milk in litres
= 49.50 x 1000 L

('.' 1 ma = 1000 litres)

= 49500 L
Hence, the required volume = 49500 L.
If each edge ofa cube is doubled,
(i) how many times will its surface area

increase?
(ii) how ma-ny times will its volume increase?

Let the edge of the cube =.r cm

If the edge is doubled, then the new edge = 2: cm
(i) Original surfa ce atea = 6u2 cm2

New surface area = 6(2x)2

=6x4t2
= 24t2

.. Ratio = 6t2:24t2=l:4
Hence, the new surface area will be four
times the original surface area.

(ii) Original volume of the cube = .C cms

New volume of the cube = (2r)B = 8.C cm3

.'. Ratio=d:8/ = 1:8
Hence, the new volume will be eight times
the original voltme.

Water is pouring into a cuboidal reservoir at
the rate of 60 litres per minute. If the volume
ofreservoir is 108 m3, find the number ofhours
it will take to fill the reservoir.

Volume of the reservoir = 108 mg

= 108000 L ['.' 1 ma = 1000 Ll
Volume of water flowing into the reservofu in
I minute = 60 L
.'. Time taken to fill the reservoir

Volume of the reservoir
Rate of flowing the water

108000
= 

- 

Ilunut€s

1800
= 1800 minutes or ;; hours

= 30 hours

Hence, the required hour to fill the reservoir

= 30 hours.
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l. Venv Suonr Answen (VSA) Quesrrorus

Qf . Find the perimeter of the following figures:

8cm 6cm

8cm
(i) R€ctangle (ii) Squaie

(iii) Circle

Sol. (i) Perimeter ofthe rectaagle

= 2(l +b)

=2(8+6)
=2x14=28cm

(il) Perimeter of the square

=4xside
=4x6=24cm

(iii) Perimeter of the circle = 2nr
,,

= 2x 11x7
7

= 44 cm.

Q2. The length and breadth ofa rectangle are 10 cm
and 8 cm resprcctively. Find its perimeter ifthe
length a-nd breadth are
(i) doubled (ii) halved.

Sol. tength ofthe rectangle = 10 cm
Breadth ofthe rectangle = 8 cm
(l) When they are doubled,

l= 10 x 2=2Ocm
a.nd 6=8x2=16cm
.'. Perimeter = 2(l + 6)

= 2(2O + LG)

=2x36=72cm
(ii) When they are halved,

.10{=, =ocm
8and b= = =4cm2

.'. Perimeter = 2(l + b)

=2(5+4)
=2x9=18cm

o)E
3UE

cDt

7cm

178 MATHEMANCS-VIII

LearningMoreO&A
Q3. A copper wire oflength 44 cm is to be bent into

a square and a circle. Which will have larger
area?

Sol. (i) When the wire is bent into a square.
l,l

... Side=: =1lcm4

Area of the square = (side)2

= (11)2 = 121 cm2

(ii) When the wire is bent into a circle.

C ircumference = 2nr

M=2t
-2244= 2x _ xr,l

Mx7.'. r= 2*22=7"

Q4.

Sol.

Q5.

Sol.

,'. Area of the circle = 7rf
22__

= - 
x't x't

7

= 154 cm2

So, the circle will have larger area.
The length and breadth of a rectangle are in
the ratio 4 : 3. If its perimeter is 154 cm, find
it^s length and breadth.
l,et the length ofttre rectaagle be 4t cm and that
of breadth = 3: cm
.'. Perimeter = 2(l + b)

= 2(4t + 3x)

=2xh=l4zcm
L4t = 154

t54... r= _ =ll
.: Length = 4x17=Mcm
and breadth=3x11=33cm
The area ofa recta-ngle is 544 cm2. Ifits length
is 32 cm, find it^s breadth.
Area = 5M ca2
Length = 32 cm

.'. Breadth ofthe rectangle = -4{9'- Length

?{t7
54

=17cmilg
Hence, the required breadth = 17 cm

T
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Q6.

Sol.

Q7.

Sol.

If the side ofa square is doubled then how much
time its area becomes?

Let the side of the square be .r cm.
.. Area = (side)2 =:2 sq. cm
Ifits side becomes 2a cm then area

= (?af = 4r2 aq. cm

.'. Ratiois*:4r2=L:4
Hence, the area would bemme four times.

The areas ofa rectangle and a square are equal.
If the length of the rectangle is 16 cm and
breadth is 9 cm, find the side of the square.

Area ofthe square

= Area of the rectangle

=LBx9=l44cm2
,'. Side of the square

Area of the square

= JIE =r2.
Hence, the side of square = 12 cm.

Ifthe lengths ofthe diagonals ofa rhombus are
16 cm and 12 cm, find its area.

Given:
First diagonal dt = 16 cm

Second iliagonal dz= 12 cm
1

Area of the rhomlys = a x d1x d2

= !, *48 ,tz
z

= 96 cm2

Hence, the required area = 96 cm2.

The area of a rhombus is 16 cm2. If the length
of one diagonal is 4 cm, find the length of the
other diagonal.
Given: Area ofthe rhombus = 16 cm2

Length ofone diagPnal = 4 cm
1.'. Area = ir 4, aa

1
16= -x4xd2

+ 76x2=4xd,z
+ 32=4xd.z

""laPZ:. d2= / =6cm

Hence, the required length = 8 cm.

If the tliagonals of a rhombus are 12 cm and
6 cm, find the perimeter of the rhombus.
Given: d, = 12 96

dz= 5 cm
.'. Side of the rhombus

Q8.

Sol.

Qe.

Sol.

Q10.

Sol.

I

MENSURATION
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1

2
(12)2 + (6)2

cm = 6.5 cm

Theperimeter=4xside
=4x6.5=26cm

Hence, the perimeter = 26 cm.

ll. Snonr Arswen (SA) Quesnors

Qlf . The volume of a box is 13400 sms. ltre ar€a of
its base is 670 cm2. Find the height ofthe box.

Sol. Volume of the box = 13400 cm3

Area of the box = 670 cm2

Volume-'. Heiotrt = =-- lCaae area

13400
= ---------- = 20 cm

Hence, the required height = 20 cm.

Ql2. Complete the following table; measurement in
centimetr€s.

(a) (b) (c) @) (e) a
l,eogth 4 72 7 16 60 40

Breadth 5 8 6 24

Height 6 6 8 5

Volume 84 1536 5400 2400

Sol. (a) Y=lxbxh
=4xEx6=120cm3

(b) Y=lxbxh
=12x8x6=576cm3

(c) Y=lxbxh
U=7x6xh
,84:. h= i16 =2m

(d) Y=lxbxh
1536=16xbx8

6=1S! =12"-

G) Y=lxbxh
5400=60xbx5

1

2
1

2
1

fi6e

13-x2
13

2

,{a;a

\844-%
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a

Hence (ok+120 cm3, (b)++576 cm3, (c)e;Z cm,
(d)e12 cm, (e)el8 cm, (re2.5 cm

Q13. T$o cubes are joined end to end. Find the volume
ofthe resulting cubrid, ifeach side ofthe cubes
is 6 cm.

Sol.

6cIIl

6 crE

6cE 6cm

Length of the resulting cuboid

=6+6=12cm
Breadth = 6 cm

Height = 6 cm
.'. Volume of the cuboid =l x b x lz

=12x6x6
= lE2 cm8

Q14. How many bricks each 2b cm by 16 cm by g cm,
are required for a wall 82 m long, 3 m high and
40 cm thick?

Sol. Convertitg into same units, we have,
l,ength of the wall: 

33:roo
= 3200 cm

Breadth of the wall = 3 m

=3x100
= 800 cm

and the height = 40 cm
Now, length of the brick = 25 cm

breadth = lE cm

and height = 8cm
.'. Number of bricks required

Volume of the wall
Volume of one brick

3200x300x40

5400
= b= e0; = 18cm

Y=lxbxh
2400=40x24xh

2400:. h= 
4Ox24 =2.5cm

25x15x8
= l28x2O x 5 = 12800

Hence, the required n,rmber of bricks = 12g00

180 MATHEMATICS-VIII

Q16. MNOPQB is a hexagon of side 6 cm each. Find
the area ofthe given hexagon in two different
methods.

N

T---_h..t*a )%
E I j;
= I larnl JJl-\ ,/iPI-L---\,,' IIai

ke- 8 cu --+l
Sol. Method ft Divide the given hexagon into two

similar trapezium by joining QN.
N

fu'ea of the hersgon MNOpeR
= 2 area of trapezium MNeR

I
=2x:(6+Ll)x4
=17 x4=68cm2

Method IL The hexagon MNOPQR is divided
into three parts, 2 similar triangles and I
rectangle by joining MO, RP.

N

NS=
1l cm - 6 cm

2
5

= - cm=2.5cm

Area ofhexagon MNOPQR

= 2 x area of AMNO
+ area of rectangle MRpO

=, , (lx Mo x Ns) + (RP x MR)

=MOxNS+RFxMR
= 8x2.5+8x6
=20+48
= 68 cm2-

o

P

M

E

o

,l
l

3

-4-99-

8ca

S
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Q16.

Sol.

Q17.

Sol. Given:
AD=8cm
AJ=6cm
AI=5crn

AH=3cm
AG = 2.5 cm

The area ofa trapezium is 400 cmz, the distance
between the parallel sides is 16 cm. Ifone ofthe
parallel sides is 20 cm, find the length of the
other side.

Given: Area of trapezium = 400 cn2
Height = 16 cm

One of the parallel side = 20 cm
1

Area oftraoezium = l@+b)xh-2
1

400=:(20+b)x16
2

4O0 x2
= 

- 

=20+b
+ 50 =20 +b
:. b =50-20=30cm
Hence, the required length = 30 cm.

Find the area of the hexagon ABCDEF given
below. Given that: AD = 8 cm, AJ = 6 cm, AI =
5 cm, AH = 3 cm, AG = 2.5 cm and FG, BH, EI
and CJ are perpeadiculars on diagonal AD from
the vertices F, B, E and C respectively.

E

F

A D

FG=3cm
EI=4cm

BH= 3cm
CJ=2cm

Area of AAGF = xAGxFG

= Lx2.SxB
2

= 2.5 x 1.5

= 3.75 cm2

Area of trapezium FGIE

= !xz x2.5
2

= 3.5 x 2.5 = 8.75 cm2

x(GF+IE)xGI

x(3 + 4)x2.5 I'.' GI = AI - AGl

['.'GI=5-2.5=2.5cm]

1

2

1

,
1

2

4cE
3 cxo

H
G

3ce
I
2ca
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Area ofaEID = lxIDxEI
2

Area of AGID = I x JD x JC
2

x(AD-AI)xEI

x(8-5)x4

x3x4 =6cm2

x(AD-AJ)xJC

x(8-6)x2

x2x2 = 2 cmz

Area of trapezium IIBCJ

x(HB+JC)xHJ

x(3+2)x(AJ-AH)

x5x(6-3)

XbxJ = /.b cm"

1

2
I
2
I
2

1

2

I
2

I
2

1

2

l-

2

1

2

1

2

Area of AAHB = f xAHxlIB
2

= lxgx3
2

= 4.5 cm2

Area of hexagon ABCDEF

= Area of AAGF + Area of trapezium FGIE
+ Area of AEID + Area of ACJD + Area of
trapezium IIBCJ + Area of AAHB

= 3.75 cm2 + 8.75 cm2 + 6 cm2

+2cmz+7.5cmz+4.5cm2

= 32.50 cm2.

Ql8. Three metal cubes ofsides 6 cm, 8 cm and 10 cm
are melted and recast into a big cube. Find its
total surface area.

SoI. Volume of the cube with side 6 cm

= (side)3

= (6)3 = 216 cms

Volume of the cube with side 8 cm

= (side)g

= (8)a = 512 cm3

I
2
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Qle.

Sol.

Q20.

Sol.

Volume of the cube with side 10 cm

= (side)g

= (10)B = 1000 cm8

Vol"me ofthe big cube

= 216 cma + 512 cm3 + 1000 cm3

= 1728 cmg

Side of the resulting cube = Wfr = t2 c^
Total surface area = 6 (sideP

= 6(12)2

=6 x LM cmz

=864cm2.
The diameter of a roller is 84 cm and iLs length
is 120 cm. It takes 500 complete revolutions to
move once over to level a playground. Find the
area ofthe playground in m2.

Given: Diameter of the roller = 84 cm
,44

Itadius = T =42cm

Height = 120 cm
Curved surface area of the roller

= 2rrh

= 2x?x42xl2o
7

=22 x IMO
= 31680 cm2

31680
= tOO , f OO -, [l m2 = 1000 cm2l

= 3.168 m2

Area covered by the roller in one complete
revolution = 3.168 m2

. . Area covered in 500 conplete revolutions

= 500 x 3.168

= 1584 m2

Hence, the required area = 1584 m2.
A rectangular metal sheet of length 44 cm and
breadth 11 cm is folded along its length to form
a cylinder. Find its volume.
Circumference of the base = 2nr

tl= 2x?xr
7

LlxT
22 x2
7

=-cm4
Volume of the cylinder = rrst

847
= 2^"
= 423.5 cm3

Hence, the required volume = 423.5 cm3.

160 m3 of water is to be used to irrigate a
rectangular field whbse area is 800 m2. What
will be tJre height of the water level in the field?

(NCERT Exemplar)
Volu-me of water = 160 m3

Area ofrectangular field = 800 m2

Let i be the height of water level in the field.
Now, volume ofwater = volume ofcuboid formed
on the field by water.

160 = Area ofbase x height

=800xi
h=16o =o.z800

So, required height = 0.2 m
Find the area of a rhombus whose one side
measures 5 cm a-nd one diagonal as 8 cm.

(NCERT Erzmplar)
l,et ABCD be the rhombus as shown below.

6cE

c
DO = OB = 4 cm, since diagonals of a rhombus
are perpendicular bisectors of each other.
Therefore, using Srthagoras theorem in AAOB,

AO2+OB2=AB2

AO= AB2 - oB2 = 52 - 42 =3cm
So, AC=2x 3=6cm

Thus, the area ofthe rhombus =

Q2r.

Sol.

q22.

Sol.

BD

<40

x
2

26 cm

x
I
, dd

=1r8r6=24cm2.
2

Q23. The parallel sides ofa trapezium are 40 cm and
20 cm. If its nou-parallel sides are both equal,
each being 26 cm, f-nd the area ofthe trapezium.

Sol. l,et ABCD be the trapezium such that AB =
40 crn a-nd CD = 20 cm and AD = BC = 26 cm.

llztlz
= 

-X-X-X7 Ard

o 4cD
.a- 8 (o

-)'
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Now, draw CL ll AI)
Then ALCD is a parallelogram.

So AL=CD=20cm
and CL = AD = 26 cm.

In ACLB, we have

CL=CB=26cm
Therefore, ACLB is an isosceles triangle.

Draw altitude CM ofACLB.

Since ACLB is an isosceles triangle. So, CM is
also the median.

Then LM=MB = lgL= 1 x 20cm= l0cm22
las BL = AB - AL = (40 - 20) cn = 20 cml.

Applying Sttragoras theorem in ACLM, we have

CL2=CNP+l'\tP
262=CllP+102

Clfr = 262 - LO2 = (26 - 10) (26 + 10)

=16x36=576
CM=576=24cm

Hence, the area of the trapezium = f ("rr- of
parallel sitles) x height 

- 2

= I rzo * +ol x24=Jox24=720cmz.
2

Fi-nd the area of polygon ABCDEF, if AD =
18 cm, AQ = 14 cm, AP -- 12 cm, AN = 8 cm,
AM = 4 cm, and FM, EP, QC and BN are
perpendiculars to diagonal AD.

(NCERT EremPlar)

B
In the figure

MP = AP - AM = (12 - 4) cm = 8 cm

PD = AD -AP = (18- 12) cm = 6 cm

NQ = AQ -aN = (14 - 8) cm = 6 cm

QD = AD - AQ = (18 - 14) cm = 4 cm

Area of the polygon ABCDEF

= area of aAFM + area of trapezium FMPE
+ area of AEPD + area of AANB + area of
trapezium NBCQ + area ofAQCD.

= 1 , arvr, FM* 1(FM*up)xNP+ 1Po
2 --- - - 2' 2

,, EP + 1 x AN x NB * ltlrn + CQ) x NQ22
1+!QDxcQ

=! *ars* 1rE*6tr8* I ,6xo+ 1
2 -- 2 2 2

x8xE+ 1,g*+l ,6+! x4r4.2' 2

= lO + 44 + 18 + 2O + 27 + I = 727 cm2

Sol.

Test Yourself

E

D
cm

q.

l. VEnv Sronr ArswER (VSA) Quesrorus

Q1. Eind the perimeter of the given semicircle.

l<-- 10.6 cn 
--,

Q2. The area of a rectangle is equal to the area of a
square. If length and breadth of the rectangle
are 16 cm and 9 cm respectively. Find the srtic
of the square.

Q3. The length ofthe diagonal ofa square is 18cm'
Find the perimeter ofthe square.

Q4. The diagonals ofa rhombus are 12 cm and 5 cm.
Find the perimeter of the rhombus.

Q5. Find the area ofthe given quadrilateral ABCD
ifAC = 10 cm, BE = 3 cm and DF = 4 cm.

D

A

Q6. The side ofa cube is 6 cm. Find iLs total surface
area.

Q7. Ttre volume of a cube is 1728 cms. Find its total
surface area.

Q8. Find the area of a regular hexagon whose each

side is 10 cm. (Take JE = f .73)

Q9. Find the total surface area of a cylinder whose

diameter is 14 cm and height l0 cm.

C

B

6cd
CIDb

N a
6(m, P
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Q10. The surface area ofa cuboid is 1372 cm2. The
dimensions of the cuboid are in the ratio of
4 : 2 : 1. Find iLs dimensions.

ll. Sxonr Aruswen (SA) Quesrroris

Q11. The volume of a cuboid is 4N cmB. If its base
area is 154 cm2, find its height and lateral
surface area.

Ql2. The volume ofa circular cylinder is 3234 cmS. If
its radius and height are in the ratio 1 : 3, f_nd
its total surface area.

Ql8. A well of 10 m inside diameter is dug 14 m
deep. The Earth taken out from it is spread
evenly all around to a width of 5 metres to
form as embgntment. Find the height of the
embankment.

Ql4. The area of the base of a right circular cylinder
is 15400 cm2 and its volume is 92400 cm3. Find
the curved surfac€ area of the cylinder.

Q16. Find the total surface area ofa hollow cylinder
open at both ends, if the length is 12 cm, the
external diameter 10 cm and thickness 2 cm.

Q16. Find the area of the field ABCDEF whose
measurements in metres are given alongsides.
Here ZE = 90' and ACDF is a rectangle.

Qf7. Find the area of the given polygon PQRSTU
with given measurements:

R

B

E

C D

S

TU

PS= 8cm, PD =6cm,
PC = 5cm, PB =3cm,
PA=2cn AQ=2cm,
BC=3cm UB=3.5 cm

a-nd TD = 2.5 cm

Qf8. h a building there are 24 cylindrical pillars. Ttre
radius ofeach pillar is 28 cm and height is 4 m.
Find the total cost of painting the curved sur.face
area of all pillars at the rate of ? 8 per m2.

ANSWERS
l. 27 cm 2. 12 cm

4. 26cm 5. 35 cm

7. 8M cm2 8. 289.5 cm2

10. 28 cm, 74 cm,7 cm

11.

13. 4 m

16. 57500 m2

lnternal Assessment

12. L232 cm2

14. 2640 cm2 t5. 704 cm2

17. 30.75 cmz 18. ( 1351.68

3. 50.91 cm

6.276cm2
9. 748 cm2

cm, L25f, cm2
6

i
2
;

2

Qf . FiX in the blanks:
(a) lf d ,, drbe the diagonals of a rhombus then

the area ofthe rhombus is
(6)2cm3=-664
(c)llitre==-cna
(d) Volume of a cube is 64 cm3, then its edge =

(e) Curved surface area of a cylinder is =

Q2. Answer True (T) or False (F):
(a ) Total surfac€ area of a cylinder = 2 rh + rP

(.... )
(b) Area of four walls of a room = Perimeter of

floor x Height of wall. (....)

(c) Vol""'e of cylinder = Area ofbase x height.
(.... )

(d) The surface area of a cube is 486 cm2, then
ils edge is 9 cm. (....)

(e) Volume ofa cuboid is = length x breadth
(.... )

lll. Mumplr Cxorce Quesnols (MCQs)

Q3. The measure of r in the
given figure is
(a) 35'
(b) 82"
(c) 55"
(d) 63"
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Q4. If volrme of a cuboid is 164 cms and the area of
its base is tl4 cm, then its height is
(a) 3.5 cm (b) 7 cm

G) 2.6 cm (d) 3 cm

Q5. Fmm the given rhombus ABCD, the value ofr
la

(a) 20'
(c) 16'

B

Q6. Area of an equilateral triangle with each sides
6cmis

. . sJ5 .. zsJE\a) 2 \o) n

. roJE .. 8J5@) , @t
Q7. lf a is the side of a regular hexagon, then its

area is
(b) 26"

@)25"

A
. . 2^f\a2(o) 

- 

8q. units

. . g^r3a2
lc) -- 4-

@ry
. -. 2.fga2td) 

4

c

Q8. The diagonals ofa rhombus are 12 cm and 5 cm
Find its
(o) area (6) side

ANSWERS

r. {a)}xarxa,,

(c) 1000
(e) 2vh

(b) 2000

@) 4cm

2. (a) Falge
(d) True

3. (c)

6. (b)

8. (a) 30 cm2

(b) True
(e) Fa]se

4. (a)

7. (b)

(b) 6.6 cm.

(c) True

6. (a)

I
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